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Abstract 
The traditional GABP model used in complex coal and gas outbursts prediction, which trains the back-propagation neural net-
works (BPNN) by Genetic Algorithm (GA), is provided with some limitations, such as massive time-consuming, optimal stop 
condition of GA pretreatment indeterminacy, independency and complex task of great importance. To overcome these problems, 
a new method of coal and gas outbursts intensity prediction by Incorporate Genetic Algorithm Based Back Propagation Neural 
Network (IGABP) is applied to determine parameters of BPNN automatically and propose an efficient GA which reduces its 
iterative computation time for enhancing the training capacity of BPNN. First, improved GA is based on single population model 
among continuous generation model and used the modified self-adapted crossover rate, crossover strategy, self-adapted stop cri-
terion, as well as special survival condition. Second, BP operator is introduced into the evolution of GA operations, improving 
the standard GA optimization of random search and self-guiding optimization searching. To show the validity of the proposed 
method, we compare it with traditional GABP and IGABP using a dataset. The results show that the IGABP model can effective-
ly overcome the inadequacies of the traditional model, its operating efficiency and forecast performance are improved signifi-
cantly. 
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1. Introduction 
Coal and gas outburst prediction plays an important role in mine safety management and intelligent prediction[1]. 
It is a hot research issue, a complex nonlinear dynamic system, and carries out pattern recognition and forecasting 
using non-linear artificial intelligence techniques. Many scholars have predicted the outburst using artificial neural 
networks, GABP mix algorithm, wavelet neural network and SVM[2-6], etc. consequently, a lot of research results 
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have been achieved. GABP model has many advantages, such as complement each other, high operating efficiency 
and better prediction, etc. 
Currently, most of the GABP models are the loose integration models, which use the ability of global optimization 
of genetic algorithms to find the optimized neural network weight or topology structure according to certain condi-
tions. And then decoded by the best individual in order to initialize neural networks, and finally optimized by the BP 
algorithm. The model isolates the genetic algorithm and BP algorithm relatively, and its essence is a simple Super-
position mix algorithm, the deficiencies are as follows: 1) the genetic algorithm can be used to train BP network, but 
the stop condition of training, namely when the GA algorithm passes the optimized results to the BP algorithm, is 
difficult to be determined. If GA terminates prematurely, which still does not help the BP network to get away from 
local searching, as a result, the model will entirely degenerated to the standard BP algorithm, failing to achieve the 
initial objective of global optimization. If the model trains the network weights purely using the GA algorithm, the 
evolution iteration number and iteration time will be massive and difficult to accept. Even more, the generalization 
ability will be inferior to the standard BP algorithm. 2) The general approach is only using GA to optimize the BP 
network connection weights and threshold, the strong local search ability of BP network is not fully made use of, so 
there is a poor local search ability in the model. 
Considering the above deficiencies of the traditional model, in the paper, the BP self-organization and learning 
will be introduced into the GA genetic algorithm to realize the integration, a new IGABP (Incorporate Genetic Algo-
rithm Based Back Propagation Neural Network) was proposed to predict coal and gas outburst, and the model was 
proved to be effective. 
2. Genetic algorithm improvement 
2.1. Basic idea and strategy 
From above, reasons for the traditional GABP model can not be applied to the mining projects are as follows: first, 
there are deficiencies in the standard GA algorithm. Second, the integration of GA and BP is loose in the model. For 
the former, the aim is to improve the ability of standard GA through improving the adaptive cross rate, mutation rate, 
heuristic stop conditions, etc. for the latter, the BP self-organize and learning, as a operator, is introduced into the 
GA genetic evolution training to realize the integration for making full use of their advantages. 
2.2. Self-adapted crossover rate 
Considering that the shortcomings such as genetic population diversity poor, the excellent individual is damaged 
and premature convergence, when controlling crossover operations’ frequencies using the constant crossover proba-
bility parameter cP
[7-10], the paper proposed a new adaptive crossover probability determine formula, cP  is ad-
justed adaptively to different individual adaptive, the formula is as follow: 
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where cf  is the bigger fitness value of the parents before crossing, maxf  the maximum fitness value of the pop-
ulation, and f  the average fitness value of the population. 
2.3. Self-adapted mutation rate 
The value of mutation rate directly impacts the quality of population diversity and plays a key role in whether 
happening premature or not. According to the different roles of mutation rate values in the evolution process at dif-
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ferent phases, the paper proposed the adaptive mutation rate formula: 
min ( / )  m stepP P NG 10 P= +                                 (2) 
where minP  is the minimum value of mutation rate, the value is small, NG  the continuous unevolution iteration 
times in the evolution process, and stepP  the mutation rate adaptive space which is determined by users. /NG 10  is 
used to get divisible value. 
2.4. Heuristic stop conditions 
As for the traditional genetic algorithms, when the genetic evolution iteration number N or the population adap-
tion degree variance ε  reaches the given training threshold, the training will be stopped. For the former, some-
times, the training objective can be achieved when the iteration number already reaches the maximum evolution 
iteration number N, consequently, the design requirement can not be completed. For the latter, it is possible to stop 
optimizing with indefinite evolution when the algorithms are not well. Therefore, some improvements are as follows: 
when the iteration number amounts to the basic genetic iteration number N, NΔ  iteration should be added (known 
as buffer iteration number). Through the NΔ  iteration, if the average adaptive degree is not improved well, which 
shows that the algorithm is in a premature convergence, consequently, we should end the program, adjust the related 
parameters, and improve the algorithm. Otherwise, the algorithm is still in good searching, with the same iteration 
number added, we should continue to the evolution of populations in order to achieve the training objectives. The 
stop strategy can effectively guarantee the needs of evolution, which provides a flexible solution to resolve the 
problem of determining the maximum evolution iteration number of the genetic algorithm, at the same time, unne-
cessary genetic processes are avoided, while the genetic algorithm convergence performance and convergence time 
are balanced really.  
3. IGABP model for predicting coal and gas outburst intensity  
The BP network is trained by the improved GA algorithm, which’s primary task is to encode the whole connection 
weights and threshold of the given network structure BP network. The mean square error indicator is adapted by 
optimized object function, and the objective of the optimization is to minimize the mean square error indicator 
through adjusting the whole network weight parameter etc based on GA.  
Aim at the deficiencies of relative independence between GA and BP in traditional GABP model, the paper pro-
posed the IGABP model in which the BP oriented training, as a named BP genetic operator, is introduced into the 
standard GA evolution process, Fig.1 shows the algorithm flow. In order not to let the algorithm degenerate into the 
standard BP algorithm, the BP operator only do a few BP training on a part of individuals in every iteration of ge-
netic algorithm, in the paper, the time is 10. As shown in Fig. 1, during the process of modeling, the approximate 
optimum value searched from GA using BP was merely adjusted. as a result, the advantages are as follows: the ac-
curacy is improved, avoiding the shortcoming of the single BP network easily getting into the local minimum value, 
fully making use of GA’s global convergence advantage, fully making use of the strong local fine-tuning ability of 
BP network, the convergence speed of GA algorithm is improved, strengthening the ability of determining the posi-
tion of exact solutions, realizing the complement each other and integration. 
Another important feature is as follows: through improving the standard genetic algorithm and providing the cal-
culation formulas of adaptive cross rate and mutation rate adjusted according to the evolution, the ability of genetic 
algorithm evolution is enhanced and the ability of convergence and optimization. 
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Fig. 1. Framework of incorporate combining GA and BP neural network 
4. Case study 
4.1. Predicting model building and its application  
The three-layer BP network is used in the IGABP model, and the input layer has four nodes correspond the four 
main factors which significantly impact the coal and gas outburst prediction, namely in-site stress ( op ), gas pres-
sure ( gp ), coal strengthen ( mh ) and coal sample screening modulus ( es ), and the output layer has one node which 
is outburst intensity. The logsig function, as the activation function, is used as the transfer function from input layer 
to hidden layer, and the purelin function is taken as the activation function in the last layer. The program was devel-
oped based on Matlab, in which, the traingdx function is used in the training, learngdm function is used in the 
learning, and the error square sum function is selected as the evaluation index of network performance.  
The training and testing samples are obtained from the 31 samples from the experiment, the former 25 samples 
are chosen as the training samples, the other 6 are chosen as the testing samples, as is shown in table1[1]. The other 
parameters of IGABP model are as following: population size NP 60= , epoch maxG 2000= , adaption function 
f is sse , the goal of training is 1×10-2, the mutation probability minP =0.2, stepP =0.1, the evolution buffer itera-
tion NΔ =25. 
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Table 1. The sample data of coal and gas outbursts intensity (from Wang K, 2005) 
 
No. Sampling site 0p (MPa) gp (MPa)  mh (mm) es  T (kg) 
11 Jiao xi hard coal 14.05 0.32 105 4.9 4 
12 Lu ling 83 14.37 0.72 85.5 6.2 1.9 
13 Lu ling 9# 15.01 0.44 79 11.2 5.8 
15 Lu ling 10# 13.09 0.35 60 7.3 2.2 
16 Kong zhuang 8# 16.61 0.35 127 11.1 4.3 
17 Jia he 7# 12.77 0.43 125 8.8 4 
18 Ma jia gou 9# 14.69 0.18 68 15.1 4.8 
19 Ma jia gou 12 11.5 0.52 33.5 12.1 0.7 
21 Bai shan ping 6# 13.73 0.22 34.5 6.8 0.5 
22 Bai shan ping 6# 13.73 0.41 34.5 6.8 1.6 
23 Jiu li shan 13.73 0.36 75.5 7.7 4 
24 Xing zhuag zi 14.37 0.48 75.5 8.7 5.7 
25 Jing ge zhuang 18.52 0.25 118.5 13.2 4 
26 Pan yi kuang 11.5 0.44 97.5 7.6 2.6 
28 Pan er kuang 13.41 0.39 56.5 12.5 2.9 
29 Pan san kuang 16.61 0.48 142.5 7.1 6.1 
30 Jiao xi hard coal 14.05 0.71 105 4.9 14.8 
32 Jiao xi soft coal 12.77 0.75 74.5 11.8 11.7 
33 Lu ling 82 14.37 0.65 110 8.1 14.7 
34 Lu ling 10# 13.1 0.85 172 7.3 22.1 
36 Jia he 2# 13.36 0.82 162.5 7.8 19.3 
37 Jia he 7# 12.77 1 37 8.8 4.3 
38 Ma jia gou 9# 14.69 1.16 30.5 15.1 5.3 
39 Chaos coal 1# 11.82 0.91 161 7.6 23 
40 Chaos coal 2# 19.48 0.61 107.5 6.6 13 
14 Lu ling 9# 15.01 0.36 62 11.2 1.8 
20 Ma jia gou 12 11.5 0.55 67 12.1 3.6 
27 Pan er kuang 13.41 0.49 73 12.5 4.2 
31 Jiao xi soft coal 12.77 0.3 191.5 11.8 16.2 
35 Kong zhuang 7# 17.24 0.82 118 5.9 15.1 
41 Xing zhuag zi 14.37 0.93 154.5 8.7 22.2 
 
4.2. Model performance analysis 
Above data are standardized to be used in GA-BP, IGABP respectively. Fig. 2 shows the change trend of prior GA 
optimized network error and adaptation degree according to different iteration number in the traditional GABP inte-
grated model. Fig. 3 shows the change trend of training error and adaptation degree with different iteration number 
in GABP proposed model. 
Drawing conclusions from Fig. 2, when GA fast converges to about 0.2, the error decline trend slows down and 
optimization performance of GA falls significantly. Which shows it arises premature and post convergence speed 
slowing purely using standard GA to train the neural network parameters (weight, etc), as a result, it is difficult to 
resolve the problem of accurately getting the possible solution, etc. if the GA is terminated early, the optimized 
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weights will not be likely to jump out of the local optimum value, which will induce that the traditional model will 
degenerate into the BP model, and the model will fail. If the training goal of GA is too high, the time need by the 
model will increase greatly, and the timeliness losses. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. The prophase error and fitness changing of the traditional GABP model 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. The error and fitness changing of the new IGABP model 
 
As shown in Fig. 3, at the 1400th epoch, the IGABP model reaches the goal of 0.01, the network training is com-
pleted and the optimal solution is obtained accurately. From the change trend of the curve, the convergence speed 
does not decline for the improvement of solution, and the convergence trend is distinct. The transfer from random to 
independent orientation of GA optimization is realized through introducing the BP orientation training into the stan-
dard GA evolution as an operator. The approximate optimal value searched by GA is adjusted by BP, the conver-
gence speed of GA is improved, and the ability of accurately determining the resolution is greatly strengthened, at 
the same time, avoiding the single BP network easily getting into the local minimum value, combining the BP and 
GA integrally. 
4.3. An analysis of the experimental results 
The training error satisfies the goal at the 1400th epoch, the training samples are identified accurately, and the 
non-linear relationship between impact factors and outburst intensity is established. The prediction results obtained 
by the IGABP model are shown in Table 2, and the error curve is shown as Fig.4. From Table 2, the minimum error 
is 0.012 and the standard deviation is 0.227 in the IGABP model, while the minimum error is 0.126 and the standard 
deviation is 1.529 in the traditional GABP model. In Fig 4, the predicting accuracy error curve of IGABP changes 
smooth, which shows the stability of model is good, proves that the IGABP model is suitable to predict coal and gas 
outburst and should be popularize in practice. 
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Fig.4  Prediction comparison between GABP and IGABP model 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, one new model named IGABP was developed to predict the coal and gas outbursts intensity. After 
the BP operator sub-processes operation is introduced into the evolution of GA operations, the new model can take 
advantages of the outstanding resolving capacity of the BP model, which improving the standard GA optimization of 
random search and self-guiding optimization searching. Hence, the global search capacity of GA and the 
self-adaptive capacity of BP are integrated into one perfect model. It not only provided the global search capacity, 
but also improved the local search capacity and reduced the computing time. To show the validity of the proposed 
method, we compare with traditional GABP and IGABP using a coal and gas outburst dataset. The results show that 
IGABP model overcome effective the inadequacies of the traditional GABP model, its operating efficiency and 
forecast performance improved significantly. The network of the IGABP model could effectively recognize the 
complex nonlinear knowledge of the coal and gas outburst sample data more robustly and accurately. In a word, the 
IGABP model could predict the coal and gas outburst intensity more accurately and it should be used in prevention 
and control of the coal and gas outbursts which occur during coal mining procedures. 
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Table 2. Prediction comparison of coal and gas outbursts intensity between GABP and IGABP model 
 
No. Sampling site 
Prediction indexes Outbursts intensity Prediction results 
0p (MPa) gp (MPa)  mh (mm) es  T (kg) GA-BP Error IGABP Error 
14 Lu ling 9# 15.01 0.36 62 11.2 1.8 1.674 0.126 1.697 0.103 
20 Ma jia gou 12 11.5 0.55 67 12.1 3.6 3.307 0.293 3.507 0.093 
27 Pan er kuang 13.41 0.49 73 12.5 4.2 3.912 0.288 3.975 0.225 
31 Jiao xi soft coal 12.77 0.3 191.5 11.8 16.2 19.105 -2.905 16.105 0.095 
35 Kong zhuang 7# 17.24 0.82 118 5.9 15.1 16.112 -1.012 15.112 -0.012 
41 Xing zhuag zi 14.37 0.93 154.5 8.7 22.2 20.623 1.577 22.623 -0.423 
Standard deviation 1.529 —— 0.227 
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